MATARIKI AT TE MANAWA
HIWA-I-TE-RANGI
Hi! My name is Hiwa-i-te-rangi, the youngest star in the
Matariki cluster. 'Hiwa' means 'vigorous of growth' and 'i te
rangi' means 'in the sky'. I am also known as the wishing star
and I represent wishes for the year ahead.

Kaua e hoki i te waewae tūtuki,
ā, āpā anō hei te ūpoko pakaru.
Do not turn back because of minor obstacles but press
ahead to the desired goal.
Connecting with hiwa-i-te-rangi
Hiwa-i-te-rangi, for some, is known as the wishing star. The
presence of this star in the sky reminds us to plan for the
future. When we look towards the future, we can plan and
prepare for our goals. There are many ways we can send our
desires to Hiwa-i-te-rangi:
Spend time with whānau developing an annual plan.
Write your wish down.
Weave stars.
Prepare kai to share as a family.
Spend time planning out your year.
Set some new goals.
Prepare your whare and grounds
for the coming year.
Fly a kite with your wish on it.

Guardian Star Hiwa-i-te-rangi
Like Pōhutukawa, some believe that Hiwa-i-te-rangi is a guardian
star within the Matariki cluster.
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He aha tō mōmomea?

What is your wish? Answer the questions below to decorate the stars:
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Create a mini mobile
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Once you have answered the questions and decorated your stars, turn
them into a mini mobile with 2 sticks (or chopsticks or skewers), and
some string.
Step 1: Tie your sticks together creating a cross (X) shape.
Step 2: Use the string to attach your stars, one star to each end of a stick.
Step 3: Use string, pens, paper, and other crafts to decorate your mobile.
Step 4: Don't forget to add string from the centre so your can hang your
mobile up!
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Science of Stars - Life Cycle of a star
The stars within the Matariki cluster all have special stories. All stars begin as giant clouds of
dust called nebulae. Check out the life cycle of a star below.
Nebulae - Stars begin in dust clouds called nebulae. Gravity causes the dust
to group together. As the dust packs tighter, the gravity becomes stronger. As
the gravity grows, so does the heat, and when it is hot enough it becomes a
protostar. The centre gets hotter and hotter, creating nuclear fusion, and the
young star is born.
Star - During its youth and "adulthood", a star's core fuses hydrogen into
helium, releasing energy. This energy, pushing outward, balances the force of
gravity that is constantly pressing inward. Most stars in this phase are yellowwhite like our own Sun.
Red Giant - In its old age, when a star's core has fused all its hydrogen into
helium, the star swells to many times its original size, becoming a red giant. Its
colour changes from yellow to red because it is cooling down.
Collapse - The centre of the star fuses into ever-heavier elements. Low-mass
stars will "fizzle out" into white dwarfs, but the heaviest stars continue fusing
until they form iron, which cannot fuse. Energy output no longer balances the
force of gravity, and the star collapses, exploding in a supernova!

Outer Space Kupu
1. Star
2. Moon
3. Earth
4. Outer space
5. Mercury
6. Venus
7. Mars
8. Uranus
9. Jupiter
10. Neptune

Use the numbers to match the kupu to the English terms. Some of our
kupu have multiple options. This is because different regions have a
different term.
__ Tuarangi
__ Tangaroa/Takaroa
1 Whetū
__ Marama/Rona
__ Kōpū/Tāwera/Meremere-tū-ahiahi

__ Takero/Apārangi/Whiro
__ Pareārau/Kōpūnui/Rangawhenua
__ Rakipō/Whērangi/Rangipō
__ Rongo/Roko/Pareārau
__ Te Ao/Papatuānuku
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What keeps a star together?

Can you create your own art work using the diagram below as inspiration? What can you
use from around your house to create the image below? Paper plates, milk bottle lids,
skewers or toothpicks?
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